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• Part 1. Complex networks and three key 
topological properties

• Part 2. Link-rewiring algorithms and 
structural constraints

• Part 3. Discussion
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Complex networks

• Complex networks are irregular and evolving.
• Why study their structure, or topology?

– Because structure fundamentally affects function

Distribution of 
node connectivity: Poisson Power-law

Motorway
network

Airway 
network
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Protein interactionProtein interactionInternetInternet

Social collaborationSocial collaborationNY state power grid NY state power grid Food webFood web

Trade between OECD countriesTrade between OECD countries

Software system Software system 
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Three networks studied in this talk

• A technological network: Internet
– An Internet graph (at the AS level) collected by CAIDA.
– Nodes: Internet service providers
– Links: agreement to exchange routing information

• A biological network: Protein Interactions
– Of the yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae
– Nodes: proteins; and links: bio-chemical interactions.

• A social network: Scientific Collaborations
– In electronic database http://xxx.lanl.gov/archive/cond-mat/
– Nodes: scientists in condensed matter physics
– Links: co-authorship between scientists
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Size of the three networks

39,967

14,801

28,957

Number of 
links, L
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collaboration

6.44,626Protein 

interaction

6.39,200Internet

Average 

degree, 

Number of  
nodes, N

Degree k is defined as the number of links a node has.
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Three key topological properties

• Degree distribution P(k)
• Degree-degree correlation Knn(k)

– Assortative coefficient αααα
• Rich-club connectivity φφφφ(k)
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• Power-law
– P(k) ~ k -γγγγ

– 2 < γ γ γ γ < 3 

• Non power-law 
features
– Max. degree k max

– P(2)>P(1)

Degree Distribution
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Degree-Degree Correlation

• Relation between degrees 
of connected nodes
– Indicated by the nearest 

neighbours average degree vs 
k-degree nodes, k nn(k). 

• Node-node mixing pattern
– Assortative mixing

• Nodes tend to connect with 
nodes of similar degrees.

– Disassortative mixing: 
• High-degree nodes tend to 

connect with low-degree 
nodes, and vice versa.
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Assortative coefficient αααα

•

– jm and k m are the degrees of the end nodes of the m th link, 
m=1, 2, ... L. -1 < α α α α < -1

• A single scalar summarises a network’s degree-
degree correlation, or mixing pattern.

α α α α < 0, a disassortative network
• Internet: αααα=-0.236; Protein interaction: αααα=-0.137

α α α α > 0, an assortative network
• Scientific collaboration: αααα=0.161
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Rich-Club
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Interconnections between the top 20 
best-connected nodes themselves.
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Rich-Club Connectivity
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• Joint degree distribution
– The probability that a randomly selected link conne cts a node 

of degree k with a node of degree k’.
• Different from Conditional degree distribution P(k| k’)

– Degree distribution can be given as

• Two statistic projections of
– Nearest-neighbours average degree of k-degree nodes

– Rich-club connectivity between nodes with degrees >  k
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• Two power-law disassortative networks: 

• Degree-degree correlation or mixing pattern
– Degree relationship between a pair of connected nod es

• Rich-club connectivity
– Interconnectivity between a set of nodes with degre es >k
– A few links can make a different

• The number of rich nodes is small

No rich-club structure           Rich-club structure
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Link-rewiring algorithms

• Produce surrogates of a given network 
– Preserving P(k) 

– Preserving both P(k) and φ(k) 

• Allow us to exploit relations between
– Degree distribution P(k) 

– Assortative coefficient α
– Rich-club connectivity φ(k) 
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Rewiring a pair of randomly selected links
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Maximal cases preserving P(k)

• Randomly choose a pair of links, rewire the four end 
nodes in the following ways, and repeat the process 
for a sufficiently large number of times.
– Each time use a wiring pattern chosen at random

• Maximal random case
– Always use the assortative wiring pattern 

• Maximal assortative case
– Always use the disassortative wiring pattern 

• Maximal disassortative case
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Maximal cases II preserving P(k)  and φφφφ(k)

Randomly choose a pair of links, if they are not assortative 
wired, then rewire the four end nodes in the following ways, and 
repeat the process for a sufficiently large number of times.

– Use neutral or disassortative wiring at random
• Maximal random case II

– Always use neutral wiring
• Maximal assortative case II

– Always use disassortative wiring
• Maximal disassortative case II
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Range of αααα value when preserving P(k)

P(k) constrains α, 
e.g. Internet is 
always
disassortative with 
α in a very small 
negative range.
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Range of φφφφ(k) when preserving P(k)

• φ(k) is not constrained by P(k)

• φ(k) is sensitive to assortative coefficient α
– e.g. for the Internet, a minor change of α can reverse 

the rich-club structure completely.
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Range of αααα when preserving P(k) and φφφφ(k) 

φφφφ(k) constrains αααα into a smaller range.
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Other networks
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Three key properties

• P(k) alone can not precisely characterise a 
network topology.

• α is constrained by both P(k) and φ(k)

• φ(k) can not be predicted by P(k) or α
– Networks having the same P(k) can have very 

different φ(k) 

– Disassortative network can have higher φ(k) than 
assortative networks

• e.g. Internet  vs. scientific collaboration

– An appreciation of φ(k) is needed.
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The Internet

• Exhibiting disassortative mixing and high rich-club 
connectivity at the same time.

• This explains why the Internet is so small.
– Average shortest path length is only 3.12 hops. 
– High-degree nodes know each other and form a super-hub.
– Peripheral, low-degree nodes are close to the super-hub.

• This explains why it has lots of short cycles.
– On average, each node has 13 triangles and 277 

quadrangles. 
– Low-degree nodes have rich neighbours, who are tightly 

interconnected.
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Modelling the Internet

• The Positive-Feedback Preference (PFP) model 
– Interactive growth of new nodes and new links
– The preference probability that a new link is attached to node i is 

given as:

– “The most precise and complete Internet topology model to date.”
• Quoted from status report 2005 of IRTF Scalability Research Subgroup.

– Used by CAIDA in research on next-generation network protocols.

• For the Internet, P(k) and φ(k) restrict α in such a narrow 
range that the PFP model considers only P(k) and φ(k).
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Be cautious when using the maximal random 
case preserving P(k) as a null model

OK: to discern whether the 
existence of an interaction 
between proteins in a yeast 
is due to chance 

• Science 296, 910-3, 2002

Wrong : to detect whether the 
formation of rich-club 
connectivity in Internet is due 
to chance

• “hubs in the Internet…are not 
tightly interconnected…” in 
Nature Phys. 2(110)-15, 2006
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Thank You !

www.NetworkTopology.org


